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Abstract— Compound semiconductor CZTSe is a popular 

absorber layer for thin film solar cells. Instead of single 

semiconductor buffer layer, a hybrid buffer layer is used with 

CZTSe absorber layer. To reduce further usage of toxic 

materials(CdS) and simultaneously to increase the solar cell 

efficiency, Ag doped buffer layer was proposed and a numerical 

studies were performed using SCAPS 1-D simulation 

programme. Also the thickness and the carrier density of the 

different layers in the solar cell were optimized to achieve the 

above goals. After the simulation process, the toxic materials 

usage was reduced by 62% and the efficiency was increased from 

12.24% to 12.69%.  

Key words— CZTSe, Ag doping, Buffer layer, SCAPS, 

Efficiency 

1. INTRODUCTION: 

The solar photo voltaic energy source is one of the best 

alternate energy sources at present. The Si-wafer based 

photo voltaic solar cell is the most popularly used cell but it 

is not very economic. The thin film solar cell is an economic 

solution to this problem. Thin film solar cells not only 

consume less material, its manufacturing process enables 

large area modules to be made, and does not require high 

temperature. Thus, the manufacture of thin film solar cells 

cost much lower than that of Si-wafer based solar cells[1]. 

The criteria for selecting the solar cell materials are based 

on availability of process technology, as well as the 

availability, cost and eco-friendliness of the raw materials. 

However, thin film solar-cells are less efficient than Si solar 

cell. In the author’s previous work[2], with CZTSe/CdS/n- 

ZnO/i-ZnO solar cell, buffer layer thickness was optimized 

at CdS=65nm, n-ZnO=15nm and an efficiency of 12.24% 

was obtained using SCAPS simulation program. The goals 

of this simulation are: i) to increase the efficiency, ii) to 

reduce the usage of toxic materials, and iii) to reduce overall 

materials used, using SCAPS simulation program. The 

following methods have been used to achieve the above 

objectives, i ) fine tuning the band gap of buffer layer which 

will in turn improve the carrier generation, ii) fine tuning the 

thickness of different layers which can improve the carrier 

generation and reduce recombination, iii) fine tuning the 
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carrier concentrations to improve carrier generation and 

reduce recombination. 

2. DEVICE MODELLING : 

In solar radiation, photons have different energies. Hence 

solar radiation can be converted more efficiently into 

electrical energy if different band gap materials are used in 

solar cell. As the energy of the photon increases, the band 

gap of the material required to convert it must also increase. 

Semiconductor with high band gap is placed at the front side 

as the high energy photons are converted first; consequently, 

the semiconductor with low band gap is placed at the rear. 

Based on the above principle, two types of solar cells can be 

designed : hetero junction and multi-junction. A hetero 

junction solar cell has been designed in this work. Fig.-1 

shows a diagram of the proposed model. 

 

  
Figure-1: A model of thin film solar cell 

i) Window layer:  

This layer should be transparent to the incident radiation 

and conducting enough to collect the charge carrier. i-ZnO 

has all the required properties for a window layer, including 

the band gap of 3.3eV [3][12]. Thus, for the window layer, 

i-ZnO was considered. 

ii) Buffer layer:  

A solar cell is a p-n junction diode, and the p-type CZTSe 

is being used as the absorber layer (see 2.(iii)). Thus, an n-

type semiconductor layer must be used as the buffer layer. 

For higher efficiency, the buffer and absorber layers must 

have their conduction bands aligned[1]. CdS with band gap 

of 2.4eV was found to be a suitable buffer layer with CZTSe  
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absorber layer for better band alignment[2]. However, since 

CdS is a toxic material, to reduce its usage, some amount of 

ZnO is added to the buffer layer. This hybrid of ZnO and 

CdS is used as the buffer layer to improve the overall 

efficiency. At the front side, closer to the window layer, n-

ZnO with band gap of 3.3eV was used and then CdS layer 

with band gap of 2.4eV was used. 

Zinc Oxide is available aplenty in nature and is non-toxic 

in nature, thus becoming an attractive material for 

developing the next generation solar cell. It has a stable 

Wurtzite structure. The following deposition techniques are 

used to deposit ZnO films: Electrochemical-deposition, 

CVD (chemical vapour deposition), Radio Frequency 

magnetron sputtering method, sol-gel, etc[4],[23]. 

Generally, to adjust the properties of n-ZnO/CdS, doping 

with noble metals like Ag and Au are used[6]. The 

ionization energy of Ag is less than Au, hence Ag was used 

for doping ZnO/CdS[5]. With the increase of Ag 

concentration in ZnO, the absorption band edges shifted to 

longer wavelengths which means there is a decrease in the 

band gap of the ZnO after doping with Ag[4],[5].With the 

increase in Ag at 10.3wt%, the band gap reduced from 

3.28eV to 2.65eV; the band gap decreases with further 

doping[7]. Minority carrier concentration at equilibrium 

decreases with increase in doping density. So if we increase 

the doping density, minority carrier concentration decreases 

and open circuit voltage increases. At the same time, high 

doping density increases carrier recombination which 

reduces Voc. The doping density of the absorber and buffer 

layers need to be optimized to obtain maximum open circuit 

voltage. 

The optical properties of Ag doped CdS thin film made 

using the spray pyrolysis process were studied by M. A. 

Khalid et al., who reported that with the variation of doping 

concentration range (0-2.5) wt% the energy gap varies from 

2.4eV to 2.21eV[8]. Shubham Chandel et al. reported that, 

the band gap of CdS was reduced from 2.49eV to 2.33eV 

after Ag doping[10]. Ag acts as an acceptor dopant and 

reduces the band gap of CdS. Sergio R. Ferra-Gonzalez had 

studied how the band gap of CdS thin film varies with 

changing concentration of Ag. CdS was deposited in a 

chemical bath as thin films and doped with Ag. Here, the 

band gap variation lay between 2.31 and 2.51eV[11]. In this 

pioneering work, Ag doped CdS/ZnO hybrid buffer layer 

was used for fine tuning the band gap.  

iii) Absorption layer:  

Copper Zinc Tin Selenium (Cu2ZnSnSe) is an ideal 

material to use as an absorption layer. It has a suitable band 

gap of 0.95eV, it is an eco-friendly material, and all the 

constituents of CZTS are available in plenty at a low 

cost[26]. The manufacturing process is also cost 

effective[3]. CZTSe has a high absorption coefficient 

because electron-hole pair generation is more probable, as 

the bottom of the conduction band and the top of the valence 

band match. The carrier mobility and carrier life time is also 

high for CZTS. Between the kesterite and stannite phases of 

CZTS, the former phase is more stable. In the CZTS crystal 

structure there are mainly Zn vacancies and Cu atoms 

occupy the Zn vacancy sites, thus making it a p-type 

material. The Cu/Zn ratio can be varied in order to control 

the conductivity of this layer.  

3. SCAPS 

One dimensional solar cell can be simulated by Solar cell 

capacitance simulator (SCAPS). Poisson equations and 

continuity equations are solved in this simulation 

programme. The electrical parameters such as: open circuit 

voltage (Voc), short circuit current (Isc), fill factor (FF), 

capacitance voltage spectroscopy, quantum efficiency, 

generation and recombination profiles and carrier current 

densities are calculated at different temperatures. Other 

parameters, such as dielectric constant, refractive index, 

absorption constant, etc., are also used in this simulation 

process. Parameters of particular interest are the band to 

band recombination, defects and interface thickness, series 

and shunt resistance of the cell. A maximum of seven 

semiconductor layers with front contacts and back contacts 

can simulated in SCAPS. The specification parameters of 

the materials associated with each solar cell layer are given 

as input to the simulation program [13], [14].  

4. DEVICE SIMULATIONS 

In the SCAPS simulation process, all the design 

parameters are loaded and the measuring parameters along 

with test conditions are specified. The basic material 

parameters, the optical and defects parameters and Front and 

back contact material parameters are presented in this 

author’s previous work[2]. The band gap, layer thickness 

and carrier density are given in Table-1. For fine tuning the 

carrier concentration, three different combinations of 

CZTSe-acceptor density and CdS/ZnO-donor density were 

considered in the simulation, as shown in Table-1. In the 

author’s previous work, the optimized total buffer layer 

thickness was found to be 80nm and the same was used 

here[2]. The total buffer layer thickness was considered 

constant at 80nm in this simulation process and then five 

combinations of the thicknesses of the ZnO/CdS layer were 

considered. Solar radiation at AM1.5 (1000 W/cm2) was 

used for the simulations. A shunt Resistance of 400Ωcm2, 

series resistance of 4.25Ωcm2 and an ambient temperature of 

300K were considered for this simulation. 
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Table-1: Bandgap, layer thickness and carrier density of the solar cell materials  

Parameters Unit CZTSe ZnO CdS i-ZnO  

1.Band gap eV 0.95 3.3 2.4 3.3 
[2][25] 

2.Thickness ( uniform layer) nm  2600 Total thickness 80  40 

3.Uniform Acceptor/ Donor 

density 
cm-3 1000E+16 1.00E+17 1.00E+17 5.00E+17 Set-1 

  1000E+17 1.00E+18 1.00E+18 5.00E+17 Set-2 

  1000E+17 1.00E+17 1.00E+18 5.00E+17 Set-3 

5. RESULTS:  

In Fig.2, the ZnO- thickness is on the x-axis (unit: 

20nm), CdS- thickness is on the y-axis (unit: 20nm) and 

solar cell efficiency is on Z-axis (relative to 12%). Five 

combinations of ZnO/CdS thickness: 80/0, 60/20, 40/40, 

20/60 and 0/80, were considered for each set as 

mentioned in Table-1. The results are shown in red, blue 

and yellow for sets 1, 2 and 3 respectively, of different 

carrier densities shown in the Table-1 . 

The simulation was done in five steps.  

i) Step-1: The simulation results in Fig-2 shows that 

the set-3 has has higher efficiency for all the thickness 

combinations of buffer layers.  

 

 
Fig-2 : Efficiency variations with different buffer 

layer combinations(with out Ag)  

 

ii) Step-2: The ZnO buffer layer was replaced by Ag 

doped ZnO. S.M. Hosseini et al. reported that for Zn1-

xAgxO nano crystals with x=0.07, the band gap is reduced 

from 3.3eV to 3.18eV[5] and the thus band gap of ZnO 

was considered as 3.18eVfor this simulation. The results 

are shown in Fig-3. The efficiency of solar cell with Ag 

doped ZnO is higher when compared to ZnO without Ag, 

for all the three sets and for all the ZnO/CdS buffer layer 

thickness combinations. The results also show that the 

efficiency is higher for set-3 compared to set-1 and set-2. 

Additionally, the variation in the efficiency of ZnO/CdS 

combinations are very less for set-3. The maximum 

efficiency of 12.63% is obtained for ZnO=60nm and 

CdS=20nm for set-3 .  

 

 
Fig-3 : Efficiency variations with different buffer 

layer combinations(with Ag)  

 

iii) Step-3: The donor and acceptor density values from 

set-3 were used for this step of simulation, with the buffer 

layer thickness of ZnO=60nm and CdS=20nm. To 

observe the changes in efficiency with change in the 

thickness of the window layer, three values of i-ZnO 

thickness were used: 20, 30 and 40nm, for which the 

efficiencies obtained are12.69%, 12.66% and12.63% 

respectively. The maximum efficiency of 12.69% was 

obtained for the 20nm window layer and this value was 

used in the next step. 

iv) Step-4:To reduce further material usage, a 

simulation was performed with ZnO=40nm and the same 

result was obtained as with ZnO=60nm. Hence the n-ZnO 

buffer layer thickness of 40nm was used in the next step.  

v)Step-5: Ag doped CdS was considered as the buffer 

layer for simulation, with CdS band gaps of 2.3eV and 

2.49eV. The efficiency obtained was 12.69% for buffer 

layers made of both the Ag-doped and normal CdS. 

Hence normal CdS was finalized for the buffer layer to 

avoid unnecessary doping. Table-3 thus compares the 

parameters used in the initial model and those used in the 

final model. 

 

Table-3: A comparison between Initial Model and Final Model  

Layer Material Parameter Initial Model 

(ƞ=12.23%) 

Final Model 

(ƞ=12.69%) 

1. i-ZnO Thickness(nm) 40 20 

  Band gap(eV) 3.3 3.3 

  Carrier density(cm-3) 1000E+17 1000E+17 
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2. n-ZnO Thickness(nm) 15 40 

  Band gap(eV) 3.3 3.18 

  Carrier density(cm-3) 1000E+17 1000E+17 

3. n-CdS Thickness(nm) 65 20 

  Band gap(eV) 2.4 2.4 

  Carrier density(cm-3) 1000E+17 1000E+18 

4. p- CZTS Thickness(nm) 2600 2600 

  Band gap(eV) 0.95 0.95 

  Carrier density(cm-3) 1000E+16 1000E+17 

6. ANALYSIS: 

i) Band diagram : 

Band diagram for the initial model and final model are 

shown in Fig4a and Fig. 4b respectively. In Fig 4a from, 

0 to 2.60μm is CZTS layer and from 2.60μm to 2.665μm 

is CdS layer. In Fig 4b, from 0 to 2.60μm is CZTS layer 

and from 2.60μm to 2.62μm is CdS layer. In both graphs, 

the conduction band offset at CZTSe/CdS junction is 

0.3eV, where the maximum band offset requirement for 

achieving high efficiency is 0.4eV[2][24].  

 

 
Fig 4a : Band diagram for the initial model Fig4b: 

Band diagram for the final model Ec and Ev -black 

line. EFp -red line, EFn -blue line  

ii) Generation/recombination profile:  

In Fig 5a, the generation/recombination profile for the 

initial model and in Fig 5b the generation/recombination 

profile for final model are shown. The e-h generation 

(green line) and the net generation of electrons and holes 

(red line) are higher in the final model compared to the 

initial model.  

 

 

 
Fig5a: Gene./recomb. Profile for the initial model 

Fig5b: Gene./recomb profile for the final model 

iii) Carrier density: 

In Fig 6a and 6b,the hole carrier density (red), the 

electron carrier density (blue) and the total carrier density 

(black) are shown for the initial model and final model 

respectively. The total carrier density is higher in the final 

model compared to the initial model.  
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Fig 6a: Carrier density for the initial model Fig 6b: 

Carrier density for the final model 

7. CONCLUSION: 

The simulation was started with the parameters given 

in the initial model and finished with the parameters 

given in the final model. By using Ag doped n-ZnO layer, 

fine tuning the acceptor/donor density and optimizing the 

buffer layer thickness, three positive improvements were 

obtained: i) CdS layer thickness was reduced from 65nm 

to 20nm, a 62% reduction in usage of toxic material , ii) 

Efficiency increased from 12.24% to 12.69% , iii) Total 

thickness was reduced by 40nm.  
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